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WITH THE HUMAN genome project serving as a
catalyst, high-throughput technologies are now

providing insights into genetic and biological processes at
a level of unprecedented detail and scope. Typical of this
trend, we are seeing the emergence and increasing utiliza-
tion of a ‘‘genomewide’’ mindset where methods are
designed to simultaneously survey data sets that are repre-
sentative of whole genomes. Three of the most promising
of these technology platforms are array-based compara-
tive genomic hybridization (aCGH), gene expression pro-
filing using DNA microarrays, and the analysis of
translated gene products via proteomic platforms.
Interestingly these 3 areas of focus touch on the 3 mole-

cular levels that are part of the original central dogma of
information flow in molecular biology, namely that ‘‘DNA
makes RNA makes protein,’’ and thus encompass 3 of
the major target areas of alcohol and other biomedical

research: the genome, transcriptome, and proteome. The
talks in this symposium have been designed to be repre-
sentative examples of each of these technologies and
specifically to demonstrate some of the ways in which
high-throughput biology can be used to advance our
understanding of the molecular and cellular basis of
alcohol action.

GENOMEWIDE SURVEYS OF GENE COPY NUMBER

VARIATION IN HUMAN AND MOUSE: IMPLICATIONS FOR

THE GENETICS OF ALCOHOL ACTION

James M. Sikela, Erik J. MacLaren, Young Kim, Anis
Karimpour-Fard, Wei-Wen Cai, and Jonathan Pollack

Changes in gene copy number can have important
phenotypic effects both within a species and between spe-
cies (Li, 1997; Mazzarella and Schlessinger, 1998). Such
changes have been shown to be important to individual
variation in drug response (McLellan et al., 1997), disease
risk (Gonzalez et al., 2005), and disease etiology (Singleton
et al., 2003; Van Esch et al., 2005), suggesting that this
mechanism may also be a contributing factor in other var-
iable human traits, including phenotypic variation related
to alcohol action in humans. One of the most powerful
technologies for the detection of such copy number varia-
tion (CNV) is aCGH, which typically uses arrays of large
insert genomic clones such as bacterial artificial chromo-
somes (BACs) (Pinkel et al., 1998) or PCR-amplified
inserts of cDNA clones (Pollack et al., 1999).
Regarding between-species applications, it is well estab-

lished that gene duplication is a key driving force
of evolutionary change and among the most important
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mechanisms for the development of new genes and bio-
chemical processes (Li, 1997). We have previously shown
how it is possible to use cDNA aCGH to carry out a gen-
omewide survey of gene copy number differences between
human and great ape lineages (Fortna et al., 2004). Using
microarrays that contained 39,000 human cDNAs repre-
senting 29,000 genes, over 1,000 genes were identified that
showed lineage-specific increases or decreases in copy
number among these hominoid species. Among 134 genes
showing human lineage-specific increases in copy number
were a number thought to be important in brain structure
and function.
With regard to within-species studies, cDNA aCGHwas

first applied to search for gene copy number changes asso-
ciated with cancer (Clark et al., 2002; Pollack et al., 2002).
More recently genomewide array-based and fosmid-based
methods have been applied to the normal human popula-
tion and these studies have shown that CNVs is much
more common in the human genome than originally
thought (Iafrate et al., 2004; Sebat et al., 2004; Sharp
et al., 2005; Tuzun et al., 2005). Although these methods
were genomewide they did not use gene-based arrays and
therefore did not provide direct assessments of gene copy
number change. Given the success of cDNA aCGH in
cross-species studies, we have begun to explore the possi-
bility that cDNA aCGH may also be capable of directly
detecting gene CNVs within the human population. As
part of a pilot study we applied cDNA aCGH to several
human samples using similar arrays and methods as those
used in the primate comparisons (Fortna et al., 2004).
All experiments used sex-matched test and reference
DNA samples except for one experiment in which the test
sample was female and the reference sample male. Because
of the differences in sex chromosome number, the sex-
unmatched comparison contains internal controls, i.e.,
in this comparison, genes on the X-chromosome and
Y-chromosome (but not those on the autosomes) should
show copy number imbalances reflective of a single copy
change. We showed that the sample that is not sex-
matched had readily detectable differences in aCGH
signals for genes on the X and Y chromosomes. No such
patterns were evident for the autosomes of the sex
unmatched individuals or for the sex chromosomes of the
sex matched samples. As an additional control, the same
sample was used as the reference and test in the same exper-
iment, i.e., self-versus-self. Complementary DNAs giving
signals exceeding a log2 fluorescence ratio of 0.4 were scored
as positives. Of 1,463 X-chromosome genes, 46% were pos-
itive for copy number differences in the sex-unmatched
sample, whileo3% (42/1,463) of X-chromosome cDNAs
in the self-versus-self comparison exceeded this threshold.
Using these selection criteria we found a number of

genes that were promising candidates to be CNVs that
have been previously reported to be CNVs in the human
population (Gonzalez et al., 2005; Groot et al., 1991;
Tayebi et al., 2000). Overall, our preliminary findings

confirmed genes CNVs reported in the literature at a sta-
tistically significant rate compared with randomly chosen
clones (po0.01). These preliminary results suggest that
aCGH using cDNA arrays is as effective at identifying
CNVs in genomewide scans as large construct-based meth-
ods, but has the additional advantage of being gene-based.
This method, therefore, generates higher resolution results
than are obtainable using BACs or fosmids and allows
CNVs to be defined in greater detail. Once optimized, this
methodology has the potential to be able to quickly carry
out genomewide searches for CNVs between human pop-
ulations that differ in any genetically influenced trait,
including those related to alcohol action and response.
While these results are promising, we are currently testing
the method on additional samples, independently confirm-
ing the results we have obtained, and evaluating additional
aCGH platforms and methods for selection of positives to
further optimize this technology.
Finally, we asked if aCGH could be used to identify

copy number changes between the ILS and ISS lines of
mice, which have been selectively bred for differences in
alcohol sensitivity. To address this possibility a pilot study
was carried out using murine microarrays that contained
419,000 BAC probes. Hybridization conditions were as
described previously (Li et al., 2004) with C57BL/6J (B6)
used as the reference DNA. Suggestive CNVs between ILS
and ISS mice were identified for several regions in the
mouse genome, and several of these were also found to
have CNVs in some of the LS/SS progenitor strains, e.g.,
DBA/2J and B6. These results suggest that mouse BAC
aCGH should provide a valuable compliment to quantita-
tive trait loci (QTL)-mapping and single nucleotide
polymorphism-based strategies that seek to identify
important genomic differences related to alcohol action.

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN THE REGULATION OF

BRAIN GENE EXPRESSION: RELEVANCE TO THE

DETECTION OF GENES ASSOCIATED WITH

ALCOHOL-RELATED TRAITS

Robert Hitzemann, John Belknap, and Shannon McWeeney

Hitzemann et al. (2003) used the BXD recombinant
inbred (RI) series to examine the genetic relationship(s)
between the D2 dopamine receptor and ethanol preference
phenotypes. There was considerable evidence suggesting
that a relationship would be detected. For example, D2

receptor–deficient mice show marked reductions in
ethanol preference, ethanol self-administration and
ethanol-conditioned place preference (Cunningham et al.,
2000; Phillips et al., 1998; Risinger et al., 2000). The con-
sumption-preference phenotype has been repeatedly
mapped to a region on mouse chromosome 9 that includes
the Drd2 locus (Belknap and Atkins, 2001); the place pref-
erence phenotype maps to a similar region (Cunningham,
1995). Three independent studies have shown in both mice
and rats that using viral transfer to increase D2 receptor
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density reduces ethanol preference suggesting (when com-
pared with the knockout data) that there is an inverted U
relationship between ethanol consumption and receptor
density (Thanos et al., 2001, 2004, 2005). Hitzemann et al.
(2003) included in the RI data analysis 2 independently
obtained data sets on D2 receptor density (one from Jones
et al., 1999) and a publicly available data set on Drd2
expression (www.WebQTL.org). In summary, the results
obtained indicated that Drd2 expression but not D2
receptor density (striatum, accumbens, midbrain) was
significantly correlated to both ethanol preference (2-
bottle choice) and ethanol-conditioned place preference.
The latter observation has been independently confirmed
(Chesler et al., 2005); in addition these authors found that
Drd2 expression was partially cis-regulated suggesting a
point of integration between the preference QTL and gene
expression data. However, the disconnect between the
gene expression and receptor density data which has been
frequently observed (see, e.g., Qian et al., 1993) confounds
our interpretation of the expression-preference correla-
tion. After careful consideration of this issue and building
especially upon the results of both Walker et al. (2004) and
Chesler et al. (2005), we concluded (a) that the Drd2
expression-preference correlation was not a chance event
and (b) that the expression data must have additional
information content relevant to understanding the expres-
sion-preference correlation. To begin addressing this second
point, we initiated a series of experiments to characterize the
gene network that is coregulated with Drd2. We assumed
that the network was likely to contain elements of the D2

receptor signaling pathway(s). Pilot data supporting this
hypothesis were obtained in a whole brain B6D2 F2 gene
expression dataset which in turn prompted characterizing
the gene network in a striatal data set; the results from both
data sets are presented here. To determine the specificity of
the Drd2 data, we also characterized the Drd1a expression
network. Overall, the results obtained illustrate that for this
particular application the striatal data set is far superior.
The data sets entered in the analyses may be summa-

rized. The whole brain data set consisted of 6 each brains
from male C57BL/6J (B6) and DBA/2J (D2) mice and
56 brains from a reciprocal B6D2 F2 intercross; the striatal
data set was composed of 5 each male and female samples
from the B6 and D2 strains and 58 B6D2 F2 intercross
samples. The B6 and D2 striatal samples were each pooled
from 2 brains. The striatum was dissected from a 1.5-mm
tissue slice; the caudal boundary of the slice was the optic
chiasm; and thus, the sample contained both the caudate-
putamen and the nucleus accumbens. For the whole brain
samples the Affymetrix 430 A and B arrays were used; for
the striatal data set the 430 2.0 array was used. For the
low-level analysis of the array data both Robust Microar-
ray Average (Irizarry et al., 2003) and Position Dependent
Nearest Neighbor (PDNN) (Zhang et al., 2003) were used.
The data discussed here are from the PDNN analysis; the
RMA analysis was quantitatively very similar. Additional

details of the analysis strategy are found in Hitzemann
et al. (2004). The F2 animals were genotyped using a stand-
ard panel of microsatellites (see Demarest et al., 2001).
eQTL data were calculated using R/qtl (Broman et al.,
2003). The genomewide LOD threshold for a significant
eQTL was 3.7; the threshold for a suggestive eQTL was
2.3. Statisitical analysis of the data used standard pro-
cedures. The genomewide threshold for a significant
correlation between 2 transcripts was set at r5 0.635
(po2�10� 6) and assumed that for the 430 array(s) there
are 25,000 independent tests.
Several features of the expression data sets can be

summarized:

1. There was no difference between the B6 and D2 strains
in whole brain or striatal Drd1a or Drd2 gene expres-
sion. Combining male and female striatal samples,
Drd2 expression trended to a significant difference
(genomewide false discovery rate o0.054) with expres-
sion higher in the B6 strain. These data are consistent
with the observation that D2 receptor density is mod-
estly higher in the B6 strain (Kanes et al., 1993).

2. In contrast to the strain differences, the ranges of dif-
ferences of Drd1a and Drd2 expression in the F2 data
sets were marked. The ranges of variation in the whole
brain Drd1a and Drd2 expression were 50 and 85%,
respectively. The ranges of variation in striatal Drd1a
and Drd2 expression were 190 and 285%, respectively.
As assessed by a F test, the increased variances in the
striatal sample were significantly different from those
in the whole brain sample; the associated p values were
3.0�10� 17 for Drd1a and 1.6�10� 12 for Drd2. Some
of this increased variation likely results from technical
factors such as the variance associated with tissue dis-
section; however, given the data described below, most
of the increased variance must be biological.

3. In neither the whole brain nor the striatal data set did
the correlation between Drd1a and Drd2 expression
reach the genomewide threshold for significance. In the
striatum the correlation was 0.535. Thus, we conclude
that to a large extent Drd1a and Drd2 expression are
regulated by independent factors.

4. The Drd1a and Drd2 expression data were entered into
a genomewide eQTL analysis. In neither the whole
brain nor the striatal sample did a Drd1a or Drd2
eQTL meet the genomewide level of significance
(LOD � 3.7). Suggestive eQTLs (LOD � 2.3) were
detected in the whole brain sample for Drd1a (Chr 17)
and for Drd2 (Chr 5, 7, and 9). For the striatal sample,
suggestive eQTLs were detected for Drd1a (Chr 10 and
11) and for Drd2 (Chr 9). Using a 2-site model, the
entire genome (striatal data) was scanned for modifier
loci to the eQTL for Drd2 on Chr 9. A significant
interaction (po10� 4) was found on Chr 15 (D15Mit8)
such that the Drd2 LOD increased to 44 when the
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modifier genotype is B6B6 but decreased to o1 for the
B6D2 and D2D2 genotypes. The distribution of the
maximum eQTLs for all transcripts on the 430 array
was also determined. In the whole brain, the maximum
LOD scores were clustered on Chr 12, 19, and X; how-
ever, in the striatal sample, nearly 50% of the maxi-
mum LOD scores were clustered on Chr 11.

To characterize the associated gene networks, the Drd1a
and Drd2 F2 expression data were entered into genome-
wide correlation analyses. In the whole brain sample, there
were 37 nonredundant transcripts significantly associated
with Drd1a expression and 22 significantly associated with
Drd2 expression. Notable genes associated with Drd1a
expression included Strn (r5 0.654), Adora2A (r5 0.688),
and Adcy5 (r5 0.833); genes significantly associated with
Drd2 expression included Adcy5 (r5 0.741), Adora2A
(r5 0.776), Penk1 (r5 0.805), Rgs9 (r5 0.770), Pde1b
(r5 0.885), and Ppp1r1b (r5 0.760). It was of some inter-
est to note that the expression of Ppp1r1b (which encodes
for the protein commonly known as DARPP-32) was sig-
nificantly associated with Drd2 but not Drd1a expression.
For the striatal F2 sample the number of nonredundant
transcripts significantly associated with Drd1a and Drd2
expression were 295 and 480, respectively. There were only
31 transcripts that showed an overlap between Drd1a and
Drd2 expression clusters, again illustrating the inde-
pendence of the factors that regulate Drd1a and Drd2
expression. Analysis of the striatal sample detected 16
transcripts that were associated with Drd2 expression at
r40.90; known genes included in this group were Ptpn5,
Pde1b, Ppp1r1b, Adcy5, Gng7, Rgs9, Actn2, Foxo1,
Smpd3, and Kcnip2. Overall and as predicted, the striatal
Drd2 expression network contained numerous members of
the dopamine signaling cascade.
The correlations associated with the Drd2 gene cluster

are phenotypic correlations and reflect the joint action of
genetic and environmental effects. It was possible to esti-
mate the genetic correlation between Drd2 expression and
the members of the gene cluster by using the genomewide
LOD scores (from Chr 1 to X); this is a genetic correlation
because the LOD scores represent QTL effects on expres-
sion of both traits. These genetic correlations agreed with
the phenotypic correlations at r5 0.986; the average phe-
notypic correlation was 0.721 and the average genotypic
correlation was 0.648. For the Drd1a gene cluster the
phenotypic/genotypic correlation was 0.957; the average
phenotypic correlation was 0.705 and the average genetic
correlation was 0.486. The difference between the Drd1a
genetic and phenotypic correlations was significant
(po0.01).
The distribution of the max eQTL LODs associated with

the Drd1a and Drd2 gene clusters was determined. For the
Drd1a cluster, the highest density was found on Chr
11 (33%); however, this was a significant decrease
(po7�10� 8) from the genomewide distribution of all

transcripts; other chromosomes showing a higher density
than the genomewide average were Chr 10 (14.9% vs
2.9%) and Chr 17 (13.0% vs 2.7%). The highest density
of peak LOD scores associated with the Drd2 cluster was
found on Chr 9 (29.8%), which was significantly different
from the distribution for all transcripts (2.9%,
p� 10� 10). Of the 148 transcripts which mapped to Chr
9, only 18 were cis-regulated; i.e., 130 of the transcripts
were located on chromosomes other than Chr 9. Members
of this trans-regulated; cluster included Actn2, Adcy5,
Adra2c, Gripap1, Pde10a, Pde1b, Penk1, Ptpn5, and Rgs9.
A high density of peak Drd2 associated LOD scores was
also found on Chr 11 (22.3%) but this was significantly
less than the density for all transcripts (p� 10� 10). Sim-
ilarly, a significant enrichment of Drd2 associated peak
LOD scores was found on Chr 13 [13.5% vs 2.9% (for all
transcripts), p� 10� 10].
The study described here was initiated with the observa-

tion that ethanol preference was associated with Drd2
expression (Chesler et al., 2005; Hitzemann et al., 2003).
Further, preference QTLs had been repeatedly detected on
Chr 9 in the general region of the Drd2 locus (Belknap and
Atkins, 2001). We asked what is the significance of the
variation in Drd2 expression and what are the characteris-
tics of the genes that cluster with Drd2 expression? The
data described above briefly illustrate that Drd2 expres-
sion is part of much larger gene network that contains
numerous members of the signaling cascade(s) associated
with dopaminergic systems and the related DARPP-32
signaling network. Some evidence of these associations
was detected in the whole brain data set. However, the vast
scope of the gene cluster was evidenced only in the striatal
data set. The question naturally arises as to whether or not
if one focused on more discrete regions within the stria-
tum, e.g., nucleus accumbens versus dorsomedial striatum
or accumbens shell versus core, would one detect different
Drd2 gene clusters? To answer this question, reliable meth-
ods that uniformly amplify small amounts of mRNA will
be needed. Overall, we conclude that the observation that
ethanol preference is associated withDrd2 expression must
now be viewed in the context of the Drd2 expression
network.

IDENTIFICATION OF ETHANOL QUANTITATIVE TRAIT

LOCI CANDIDATE GENES BY EXPRESSION PROFILING

IN INBRED LONG SLEEP/INBRED SHORT SLEEP

CONGENIC MICE

Robnet T. Kerns. Chris Downing, Thomas E. Johnson, and
Michael F. Miles

The long-sleep and short-sleep (LS and SS) mice are a
well-characterized model selectively bred for differential
sensitivity to a hypnotic dose of ethanol (McClearn and
Kakihana, 1981). Using an F2 intercross derived from
inbred LS and SS mice (ILS and ISS), we identified
several quantitative trait loci (QTLs) mediating loss of
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righting because of ethanol (LORE; Markel et al., 1997).
Four of the largest effect Lore QTLs were confirmed by
creating reciprocal congenic strains (Bennett et al., 2002a)
and subsequent fine mapping using interval-specific
congenic recombinants (ISCRs: Bennett et al., 2002b).
However, limited progress has been made using classical
genetic techniques (i.e., sequencing coding regions of can-
didate genes) in the search for genes underlying the Lore
QTLs (Ehringer et al., 2001, 2002).
Alternatively, many QTLs may result from polymorph-

isms in regulatory regions of genes, as opposed to coding
regions. These candidate genes can be identified by quan-
tifying mRNA levels. However, this search has been slow
because traditional molecular biology approaches to
quantify mRNA levels generally target 1 or a few genes.
The recent development of DNA microarrays has allowed
for the nonbiased, simultaneous measurement of the
expression of thousands of genes or expressed sequence
tags (ESTs). Array studies provide a method for identify-
ing genes that are differentially expressed in a QTL region
on a large scale that also allows for the detection of gene
networks. It is this approach that might provide insight to
neurobiological pathways and mechanisms of action at the
molecular level and therefore assign putative biological
function to the QTL region.
TheLore5QTL region onmouse chromosome 15 (between

D15Mit150, 12.10 cM or 14.04 Mb; and D15Mit79, 66.2 cM
or 103.5 Mb), was introgressed onto both ILS and ISS back-
grounds to create the ILS.ISS-Lore5 (ISS QTL on ILS
background) and ISS.ILS-Lore5 (ILS QTL on an ISS
background) congenics, respectively (Bennett et al., 2002a,
2002b). We used Affymetrix oligonucleotide microarrays
(GeneChipTM MG_U74Av2, Bv2, and Cv2) to examine
expression profiles of 435,000 genes in ISS, ILS, and Lore5
congenics in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), to identify potential
candidate genes for the Lore5 QTL. We compared both the
basal expression differences and the gene expression 4 hours
after 4.1 g/kg ethanol injection of the progenitor and congenic
strains to identify candidate quantitative trait genes (QTGs)
and gene networks that might be related to biological mech-
anism(s) for the behavioral QTL.
Using a stringent, stepwise methodology (Kerns

et al., 2005) we identified 573 genes in PFC with either
differential basal expression between strains or differential
expression in response to an acute sedative dose of
ethanol. We found that 21 of these 573 selected genes were
located within the Lore5 region. Hierarchical clustering of
these candidate genes showed distinct patterns of gene
expression consistent with the Lore5 genotype. We used a
simple filtering method to summarize changes in expres-
sion of the 573 selected genes. Genes with an average
S-score (Kerns et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2002) over 3
observations of � 1.5 or �1.5 or less were counted as
changed in a category, e.g., ILS ethanol response. We
observed a larger general ethanol response in ILS than ISS
mice. This was expected because the ILS strain is more

sensitive than the ISS strain to the sedative effects of
ethanol. We have previously observed that more genes
were regulated by 2 g/kg acute ethanol in DBA/2J mice,
which are more sensitive to the acute activating effects of
ethanol, than C57BL/6J mice (Kerns et al., 2005). A larger
number of changes in basal gene expression were observed
between the progenitor strains than between the congenics
and their background controls. This is expected, as the
congenic strains are genetically identical to the progenitor
strain, except for the Lore5 region. Using this filtering
approach, we also counted the number of genes with differ-
ential basal expression between the progenitor strains, and
between both congenic strains compared with their respec-
tive background controls, i.e., ILS versus ISS, ISS.ILS-
Lore5 versus ISS, and ILS.ISS-Lore5 versus ILS. We
found only 11 genes with differences in gene expression
consistent with the Lore5 genotype in each comparison,
and only 1, N-myc downstream-regulated gene 1 (Ndrg1),
located in the Lore5 region. Multivariate analysis
(k-means clustering) was used to group genes based on
common expression patterns and identified a subcluster of
genes with basal expression correlating to the genotype of
Lore5, but with ethanol responsiveness correlating to the
background genotype. Ndrg1 was the only gene present in
this subcluster and located in the Lore5 interval. Two
myelin-related genes, proteolipid protein (Plp) and myelin-
associated oligodendrocytic basic protein (Mobp), coex-
pressed consistent with the Lore5 genotype in each strain
comparison and with Ndrg1. In our previous study in
DBA/2J PFC we found that Ndrg1 and myelin-related
genes are coregulated by 2 g/kg acute ethanol. Thus,
Ndrg1 and myelin gene expression may represent a com-
mon signaling mechanism in ethanol behaviors of animals
with high sensitivity to both low and high doses of ethanol.
We confirmed the expression of Ndrg1 using Northern
blot analysis and showed this gene has qualitatively
increased abundance in saline-treated ILS.ISS-Lore5 and
ISS, compared with ISS.ILS-Lore5 and ILS PFC.
We postulated that expression profiling of ethanol

responses in Lore5 congenic and progenitor strains may
also help identify candidate genes for the Lore5 QTL.
Instead of examining the ethanol responsive genes in each
strain, we used Post hoc Template Matching (PTM)
(Pavlidis, 2003) to identify genes with ethanol responsive
patterns with high Pearson correlations (po0.001) to the
Lore5 genotype. Of the 573 selected genes, we identified
29 with patterns of ethanol responsive expression linked to
the Lore5 genotype. Only 1 of these 29 genes, RAN
GTPase–activating protein 1 (Rangap1), is located in the
Lore5 interval.
The WebQTL resource (http://www.webqtl.org/)

includes expression data of �100 forebrain samples from
430 B6�D2 RI lines and can be used to link expression
profiles with ethanol behaviors by correlating gene expres-
sion to genetic markers and behavioral QTL data in the
same database. We found that Rangap1 had a significant
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positive Spearman’s correlation (p5 0.00114, R5 0.633)
with high-dose ethanol loss-of-righting-reflex phenotype
(Rodriguez et al., 1995) in the WebQTL database
(U74Av2 (Mar04) RMA Orig.). Thus, Rangap1 is located
in theLore5 interval and has ethanol responsive expression
that correlates with the Lore5 genotype in ILS and ISS
progenitor and congenic strains, and its basal expression
correlates with the LORE phenotype in the BXD panel.
We used functional class scoring (FCS) (Pavlidis et al.,

2004) to identify potential biological networks associated
with ethanol-regulated gene patterns correlating to the
Lore5 genotype in an attempt to assign biological function
to the Lore5 QTL. Functional class scoring uses the stat-
istical distribution of expression information of genes
present on an array, instead of only significant genes
selected by an arbitrary methodology, and therefore detects
subtle changes in functional classes that might otherwise
be overlooked. To identify functional classes of genes
whose ethanol response correlates with the Lore5 region,
we applied FCS to p values from PTM of ethanol respon-
sive gene expression to the Lore5 genotype. Major
significant groups identified by FCS included ubiquitin-
dependent protein catabolism, neurotransmitter secretion,
and mRNA splicing.
Using a combination of functional genomics and bioin-

formatics methods, 2 candidate genes for the Lore5 were
identified: Ndrg1 and Rangap1. Both genes are located
in the Lore5 support interval, and Rangap1 expression
correlates with LORE behaviors in the BXD RI panel.
Bioinformatics methods were used to assign putative bio-
logical functions to the Lore5 QTL. Overall, these studies
identified individual candidate genes and gene networks
for the Lore5 QTL and describe the application of expres-
sion profiling for the identification of genes underlying
behavioral QTLs.

QUANTITATIVE PROTEOMIC ANALYSIS OF

AC7-MODIFIED MICE

Kathleen J. Grant, Boris Tabakoff, Paula Hoffman, and
Christine C. Wu

Currently, 3 candidate systems are known to contribute
to the etiology of generalized anxiety and alcoholism
including the GABAA receptor system, CRF systems, and
glutamate receptor systems. We are interested in the role
of adenylyl cyclase signaling in these systems, especially
those signals serving to modulate the receptors/ion chan-
nels of the glutamate system (e.g., NMDA).
Previously, an association study (subjects recruited in

Bethesda, MD, M-A. Enoch, NIAAA) was conducted
which indicated that a tetranucleotide repeat polymorph-
ism in the 30 untranslated region of the adenylyl cyclase
7 (ADCY7) gene was associated with risk for anxiety in
males, depending on its length. Animal models were then
created, in which mice were genetically modified to over-
or underexpress ADCY7 in the brain, and these animals

show behavioral phenotypes that reflect the situation
found in humans.
We know that alcohol is an anxiolytic in humans as well

as other animals, and we also know that anxiety may pro-
mote alcohol intake (Carrigan and Randall, 2003) and
thus serve as a form of negative reinforcement, such that
someone who is predisposed to anxiety may drink to
alleviate the anxiety that he or she is feeling. B. Tabakoff
(unpublished data) has indicated differences in the
untreated, baseline anxiety behavior of the AC7 transgenic
(tg) and wild-type (wt) mice as well as suggesting differ-
ences in severity of withdrawal following chronic ethanol
treatment.
Anxiety is a complex behavior with multiple genes con-

tributing to the resulting behavioral phenotype. The
objective of the current work was to investigate and char-
acterize the anxiety-related behavioral differences seen in
these animals, before and following chronic ethanol
treatment, by utilizing 3 global, nonbiased, investigation
platforms.
First, QTL analysis was used to identify QTLs for anx-

iety using current published literature and yielded several
loci mapping to 9 different chromosomes (Henderson
et al., 2004; Flint et al., 1995). This information combined
with the second global approach, microarray analysis,
yielded a list of differentially expressed genes which
mapped to the identified QTL regions for anxiety. Using
the MAGIC-B (Microarray Ascertainment of Genes
Involved in Complex Behaviors) method to compare the
naı̈ve C57BL/6 wt and AC7 tg mice allowed identification of
differentially expressed genes by statistical methods and map-
ping of the gene location on the mouse genome. The obtained
QTL information was then used as a ‘‘filter’’ to choose differ-
entially expressed genes that map to the QTL regions for
anxiety and these genes were then hypothesized to be
predisposing to the anxiety behavior phenotype and could be
utilized in a ‘‘Pathway Assist’’ or other pathway analysis.
The results of the microarray analysis yielded several

hundred differentially expressed genes and when these
results were correlated with the QTL data, 8 of these dif-
ferentially expressed genes were found to map back to a
QTL for anxiety with a statistical significance of po0.05
(B. Tabakoff, unpublished data). In silico analysis
revealed several interesting functional nodes, including
calcium and glutamate signaling, and one primary subcel-
lular protein localization, the synaptic membrane.
The third, global, nonbiased approach that was used to

investigate this complex behavior was shotgun proteomics.
Enriched synaptosomal samples prepared from the brains
of naı̈ve wt and AC7 tg mice were digested using proteases
and the resulting peptides were analyzed using Multi-
dimensional Protein Identification Technology (MudPIT)
(Wu et al., 2003). The proteins that were identified inclu-
ded 5 of the 8 proteins that mapped back to the QTL for
anxiety at a po0.05. The remaining 3 unidentified proteins
are not predicted to have synaptosomal localization and
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thus we would not expect them to show enrichment in our
samples.
We then wanted to use a nonbiased, quantitative

proteomic technique, which would enable us to evaluate
quantitative differences in protein levels between our wt
and tg samples. Using metabolic labeling with 15N would
accomplish this and allow us to identify proteins already
known to be differentially expressed as well as having the
potential to identify proteins which are not yet known to
be differentially expressed and potentially involved in the
behavior differences that we see between the 2 phenotypes.
Wild-type mice were fed a diet enriched in 15N-labeled
proteins to generate 15N-labeled brain tissue for use as
internal standards. Animals were then sacrificed, and labe-
led brains were cofractionated with both unlabeled wt and
tg brains. Mixed labeled/unlabeled synaptosomal samples
resulting from each fractionation were analyzed using
MudPIT. Once a peptide was identified in both samples
and the internal standard, the relative abundance ratio of
wt sample to standard (wt/std) and also tg sample to
standard (tg/std) was measured. The ratio of these 2 ratios
[(wt/std)/(tg/std)] was taken, resulting in the fractional
change between samples (Wu et al., 2004). Two MudPIT
runs were used to create the resulting list of proteins, in
which a minimum of 2 unique peptides were required for
identification and the program RelEx (MacCoss et al.,
2003), was used to automatically generate the list. A total
of 151 proteins were quantified between the wt and tg sam-
ples. Of these, 26 showed significant differences between
wt and tg samples with po0.1. Five of the 26 proteins were
found to have a decreased level in AC7 tg animals com-
pared with wt, whereas 21 of the 26 were found to have an
increased level compared with wt.
From this preliminary, quantitative, proteomic analysis,

several interesting proteins were identified, including at
least 3 related to calcium transport and signaling. These
proteins may prove to be functionally significant especially
when considering the functional nodes predicted to be
involved by in silico analysis. Even more promising was
the identification of a protein that was differentially
expressed, can be mapped back to the QTL and was
previously shown to be involved in anxiety-related behav-
ior. In conclusion, 3 global, nonbiased approaches
were used to study the behavior of the naı̈ve, AC7
genetically modified mice. The ability to relate all 3 meth-
odologies will be the key in the future for determination
of pathways contributing to complex phenotypes such as
anxiety.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the results of this symposium illustrate how
a number of high-throughput, genomewide technologies
are being applied to biological questions related to the
action of alcohol. Sikela et al. describe a genomewide
method for identifying gene and segmental CNVs both

within species and between species. Using aCGH, struc-
tural variations have been discovered in the genome of a
mouse model of ethanol sensitivity, and this technology
shows promise for identifying CNPs related to alcohol
phenotypes in humans as well. Hitzemann et al. use
genomewide expression assays in conjunction with com-
putational analysis to explore the relationship between
dopamine receptors and alcohol. They identify an
extensive network of genes linked to Drd2 expression and
thereby demonstrate how seemingly contradictory
experimental data can be reconciled by taking a more
global view of expression data. Kerns et al. address the
challenge of finding genes underlying the Lore QTLs.
Using expression arrays, congenic mouse lines and
bioinformatic tools, they propose 2 new candidate genes
for Lore5 and describe gene networks linked to the QTL.
Lastly, Grant et al. combine in silico, genomic and pro-
teomic strategies to study genetically modified mice that
model anxiety phenotypes in humans. Their study demon-
strates how global, unbiased strategies can be used to
identify several candidate genes and proteins with poten-
tial links to anxiety-related behaviors, pathways and QTLs.
Overall, the methodologies used here promise to gener-

ate a bounty of useful data regarding the biological effects
of ethanol, and making the most effective use of this
wealth of data will require correspondingly robust and
innovative bioinformatics resources. These will not only
need to efficiently handle each of the individual data sets
but, perhaps more importantly, will need to be able to
integrate them with one another in meaningful ways. This
type of integration, which to be effective will require a level
of sophistication that matches the level of biological com-
plexity of the system under study, is likely to be among the
most important and challenging issues to emerge from
high-throughput biology in the coming years.
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